DISCLAIMER AND STAGES OF SPEECH
As u are already aware, there is no proven medicine for autism. therapy may show benefit in years but
we do need to boost it up with medicines forming synapses and myelination... Keeping awake the
neuroplasticity.
We are struggling to make these kids improve communication.
In my experience with the medicines and nutrients I use, most patients start understanding language in
1-3. Months and some do start talking.
Even in normal kids, there is a phase of two years between understanding to talking.
Prosody and self talk are a stage of development of speech. Depending on efforts and medicines it may
last longer or shorter. It's one of hallmarks of autism. So is hyperactivity, fixed interest or temper
tantrums or stubbornness... We aim to make the symptoms near normal, better than before.
Medicines are not like magic wand, they need titration and adjust ments every 1-2. Months to titrate
with response.
I request you to fill up the follow up response sheet at www.pedneuro.in
Also download autism faq booklet so that u may not ask same questions again.
Also chart the weekly autism monitoring chart available at the website.
We can surely plan a teleconsultation after the same.
REMEMBER TILL DATE THERE IS NO MEDICINE TO START SPEECH OR CURE AUTISM.
ITS A HARDWORK OF NEUROPLASTICITY AND THERAPY THAT WORKS IN SOME CASES.
NEUROMODULATION Is DONE BY MEDICINES OR NUTRIENTS THAT HELP IN NEUROPLASTICITY.
Once I know what changes u are seeing in child, we can plan goals for next week.

I can't claim any improvements and all my prediction are based on similar cases seen by me and their
results told to me by parents. Some of the parents videos I have already shared online. Or you tube. All
parents don't permit videos. But the changes other parents see in 100 days helps us go for irm
Homepathy HBOT stem cell gf or gaps etc doesn't work. Don't delay therapy. Don't stop medicines
without asking Dr. I still have not seen any kid getting better than any other way than what we do. Any
compromise or delay equals to handicap. Rehabilitation in early years that is early intervention is the
key.
Certification is only for concessions and benefits under PWD act. Certificate doesnt cure. Don't repeat kg
or school years.. add support as child moves forward.
https://pedneuromumbai.blogspot.com/2020/05/pediatric-learning-disability-autism.html?m=1

*Steps of speech development in a child,* now u may guess where ur baby is stuck or how much is the
delay in ur kid.... Underestimating the delay, will .ake the child disabled for further learning.

The stages proposed by Vihman (1996) (note that the ages given are approximate).

1. In the first stage (reflexive vocalization, from 0 to 2 months), the sounds produced by infants include
sounds expressing discomfort (e.g., crying), vegetative sounds (e.g., burping), and sounds related to
physical activity (e.g., grunts).

2.The second stage (cooing and laughter, from 2 to 4 months) is characterized by the appearance of
comfort sounds, which normally occur when other people smile and talk.

3. The third stage (, from 4 to 7 months) is characterized by vocal play sounds (e.g., squeals), which are
made possible by the maturation and better control of articulation. This stage also sees the beginning of
primitive babbling, with sounds starting to resemble consonants and vowels.

The final stage (from 7 months on) comprises two parallel substages. In the reduplicated/canonical
babbling substage, starting from 7 months of age, infants repeat speech syllables (e.g., da-da-da). In the
variegated babbling substage, infants produce combinations of syllables (e.g., ka-da-bu-da). This second
substage increasingly dominates the first substage over time.

Once vocalisation is started, further
1.joining consonants
2.framing words
3.actiom words
4.two word sentences
5.longer sentences, rhymes
6.stories
7. Long stories
8. Grammer, composition
9. Essays

10.abstracts, comprehensions
11.skimming and advanced learning
#DrSK

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1742743605869120&id=278943662249129

